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1. IMO @RudyGiuliani committed an obvious violation of
52 USC 30121(a)(2), by soliciting Ukrainian contribution
on behalf of @realDonaldTrump. That dust up woke me
up. You know who knows of another "30121(a)(2)"
violation? Bob Mueller does, that's who.

2. Mueller left some clues. Remember Barr's 'no proof of collusion' determination in

the March 24 letter? "[T]he investigation did not establish that members of the

Trump Campaign conspired or coordinated with the Russian government in its

election interference activities."

3. Pretty clear that Mueller lacked sufficient admissible evidence of the "agreement"

needed to charge conspiracy. That's always the toughest element to prove. So when

Mueller addressed the Russian focused 30121(a)(1) violations, Mueller said he could

not prove conspiracy between

4. Trump Campaign & Russians on the Russians' (a)(1) violations. Mueller only

mentioned 30121(a)(2) in passing in the Russian (a)(1) analysis. That's the American

violation section. Left is pg 184 of 448. Right is 186 of 448.  

I highlighted the (a)(2) references. Just a hint.

5. Mueller said he couldn't prove (a)(1) conspiracy. But that analysis was followed

IMO by what was his 30121(a)(2) analysis that focused on US person conduct. Trump

conduit. (a)(2) makes it unlawful for US persons to "solicit, accept or receive" foreign

contributions.
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6. Just like Rudy just did. That's (a)(2). Only hints are in the unredacted report. Here

are pages 188-192 that followed the above pages with (a)(2) highlighted. I think this

is Mueller's (a)(2) analysis and @TheDemocrats should demand to see it in the clear.

Bet he would charge.

7. Plus @NewYorkStateAG has the right to see grand jury material for a crime

committed on 5th Avenue. @SpeakerPelosi @RepAdamSchiff @RepJerryNadler

@RepJeffries @neal_katyal
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